Request For Proposal
Broadcasting Production Services for Athletic Events
753-016-ATHTV001DJF
Responses to Questions

**Question #1:** What is considered the PROJECT? as it is stated the project should not exceed $40,000. Is that per game or all four games for $40,000 or less?

**Response:** The PROJECT is the four (4) football games that are listed. $40,000 is the price for all four games.

**Question #2:** Does the proposal include the PRODUCTION COMPANY providing distribution to the network via Satellite Truck or any manner? Does say that should be able to distribute to mobile, internet and broadcast. Please clarify if these charges and cost are part of the Production companies scope.

**Response:** The bid does include the production company providing distribution to the network, but not specifically via Satellite Truck. If the distribution can be sent in another manner and still meet the broadcast standards of the network then that will be acceptable. The production company is not responsible for providing a mobile/internet platform to distribute to, just provide a broadcast that has the ability to be distributed on all three platforms.